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a b s t r a c t
Global functions of cellular automata on state spaces equipped with the Cantor topology
arewell characterized by the Curtis–Hedlund–Lyndon theorem. In this paper, we develop a
characterization of global functions of cellular automata onZ, if the state space is equipped
by Weyl and Besicovitch topology. The necessary and sufficient condition for a function to
be the global map of a cellular automaton is (1) a strong localization property, a condition
that strengthen Lipschitz continuity, (2) the set of (Cantor) periodic states are positively
invariant and (3) the function commutes (in the Weyl/Besicovitch sense) with the shift
operator.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It iswell known that the Cantormetric and cellular automata fit verywell together: any cellular automaton can be viewed
as a continuous map on a metric Cantor space [1] and any continuous function on a metric Cantor space can be embedded
into a cellular automaton [2]. However, there is one major criticism: the Cantor metric is not translational invariant. The
focus is solely on the region bounded around the origin. Everything far away is neglected. The amount of information that
is neglected may be tremendous, as ‘‘everything else’’ is an infinite region, while the part taken into account is only finite. A
perturbation of a state is considered as small if it does not touch a (probably large, but finite) region around the origin of the
grid; itmay alter state of sites in the remaining, infinite part of the grid completely. The intuitive idea of ‘‘small perturbation’’
is not met by the concept of the Cantor metric.
Besicovitch andWeyl topology for cellular automata assume a more global point of view. These topologies are originally
introduced for quasi-periodic functions [3]. Only in 1997 it became clear that it is possible to carry them over to cellular
automata [4]. They are based on the application of the Hamming distance. The Hamming distance simply counts the number
of sites at which two states disagree. For unbounded grids, this number will mostly (generically) be infinite. In order to deal
with this fact, both approaches (the Besicovitch as well as the Weyl topology) consider the Hamming distance only locally
on a finite subgrid Γm. The Hamming distance is scaled by the number of nodes. Since generically the number of nodes that
disagree should be proportional to the number of nodes present in Γm, it is reasonable to multiply the Hamming distance
with 1/|Γm|. Two limits are considered: the size of the region Γm tends to infinity, and the supremum over the relative
Hamming distances at all possible locations of the region are taken. Besicovitch and Weyl differ in the order of these two
limits. A couple of interesting results have been developed in recent years [5–8].
In the presentwork, we aim at a characterization of functions on Besicovitch andWeyl spaces that are derived via cellular
automata.
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2. Notations and setting
For the convenience of the reader, we summarize in this section the definition of a cellular automaton and of Weyl and
Besicovitch spaces. Furthermore, we give some of the properties of these spaces we intend to use and show their relation to
cellular automata. The material of this section can be found, e.g., in [5].
Definition 1. (1) A cellular automaton consists in a four-tuple (Z,U0, E, f0)where
(i) U0 ⊂ Z is the neighborhood of 0 ∈ Z.
(ii) E is a finite set of elementary states.
(iii) f0 : EU0 → E denotes the local function.
(2) The shift operator σ : EZ → EZ denotes the left-shift, σ(u)(i) = u(i+ 1).
(3) The global function of a cellular automaton (Z,U0, E, f0) is defined via
f : EZ → EZ, f (u)(i) = f0((σ i ◦ u)|U0).
Definition 2. Let E be a set of local states, u1, u2 ∈ EZ and Γn = {−n, . . . , n}. The Besicovitch pseudometric is defined as
dB(u1, u2) = lim sup
m→∞
dH(u1, u2;Γm)
|Γm|
and the Weyl pseudometric by
dW (u1, u2) = lim sup
m→∞
sup
i∈Z
dH(σ i ◦ u1, σ i ◦ u2;Γm)
|Γm|
where dH(u1, u2;Γm) denotes the Hamming distance of u1 and u2 restricted to the set Γm: dH(u1, u2;Γm) = |{i ∈ Γm |
u1(i) 6= u2(i)}|.
Neither dB(., .) nor dW (., .) are metrics on EZ as differences of states on a small subset of the grid are ignored. However,
it is possible to define equivalence relations u ∼B v (resp. u ∼W v) on EZ by
u ∼B v ⇔ dB(u, v) = 0, u ∼W v ⇔ dW (u, v) = 0.
The sets XB = EZ/ ∼B resp. XW = EZ/ ∼W are together with dB(., .) resp. dW (., .)metric spaces.
Only XB is complete, XW is not a complete metric space [5].
Note 1. To shorten the notation, we will write X if a statement is true for XB and for XW . Similarly, we replace dW (., .) and
dB(., .) by d(., .), if the statement is true for both pseudometrics.
The spaces XB and XW consist in equivalence classes. In general, a map from EZ into EZ does not respect the equivalence
relations. However, cellular automata can be lifted to XB and XW . Indeed, we show that cellular automata fulfill a Lipschitz
condition. The estimates can be found in [4].
Proposition 3. Let (Z,U0, E, f0) be a cellular automaton. Let u, v ∈ EZ and U0 ⊂ Γn. Then,
d(f (u), f (v)) ≤ |U0| d(u, v).
Proof. First of all, the Hamming distance satisfies
dH(f (u), f (v);Γm) = |{i ∈ Γm | f (u)(i) 6= f (v)(i)}|
≤ |{i ∈ Γm | σ i ◦ u|U0 6= σ i ◦ v|U0}|
≤ |U0| |{i ∈ Γm+n | u(i) 6= v(i)}|
= |U0| dH(u, v;Γm+n)
where n ≥ max{|i| | i ∈ U0}. Thus,
dB(f (u), f (v)) = lim sup
m→∞
dH(f (u), f (v);Γm)
|Γm|
≤ |U0| lim sup
m→∞
dH(u, v;Γm+n)
|Γm|
≤ |U0| lim sup
m→∞
|Γm+n|
|Γm|
dH(u, v;Γm+n)
|Γm+n|
= |U0| dB(u, v)
since
lim
m→∞
|Γm+n|
|Γm| = limm→∞
2(m+ n)+ 1
2m+ 1 = 1.
The inequality for the Weyl space follows by a parallel argument. 
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This proposition implies that f (u) and f (v) are members of one single equivalence class if u and v belong to the same
equivalence class. This finding allows us to lift the global function f from EZ to X .
Note 2. As we jump frequently between the Cantor space EZ and Besicovitch resp. Weyl space X , we denote by u a member
of EZ, i.e. an element of the Cantor space, and by uˆ an element in X (Besicovitch or Weyl space), i.e. an equivalence class.
Similarly, f denotes a function which is defined on EZ, while fˆ denotes a function on X . The hat (̂.) is also used as an
embedding operator from EZ into X resp. from C0(EZ) into C0(X). Finite configurations and local functions defined on EΓn
are indicated with a tilde, u˜ ∈ EΓn , f˜0 : EΓn → E.
Definition 4. Let f : EZ → EZ be a global function of a cellular automaton. Define fˆ : X → X by fˆ (uˆ) = vˆ, if there is a state
u ∈ uˆ ∩ EZ and a state v ∈ vˆ ∩ EZ s.t. f (u) = v.
Remark 5. In general, a continuous function w.r.t. the Cantor topology cannot be lifted to X; consider e.g. f : EZ → EZ,
u 7→ v where v(i) = u(0) for all i ∈ Z. That is, f copies the state of the origin in all sites. This function is continuous in the
Cantor setting, but the image depends on the state of a single cell. Hence, in X the function cannot be well defined.
However, a few lines of calculations show that d(σ (u), σ (v)) ≤ d(u, v) holds for all u, v ∈ EZ. Hence, also the shift map
can be lifted to X .
We will also consider the lift of periodic states in EZ to X . Please note, that periodic states in X , i.e. equivalence classes
that satisfy σˆ n ◦ uˆ = uˆ are not necessarily derived from periodic states in EZ. For example, the state u, defined by u(i) = 0 for
i < 0 and u(i) = 1 else, is not periodic in EZ. The corresponding equivalence class uˆ in X satisfies σˆ ◦ uˆ = uˆ, i.e. is spatially
periodic with period one in X .
Definition 6. Let P ⊂ EZ denote all periodic states in the sense of Cantor,
P = {u ∈ EZ | ∃n ∈ N : σ n ◦ u = u}
and Pˆ ⊂ X be the set of corresponding equivalence classes,
Pˆ = {uˆ ∈ X | ∃u ∈ P : u ∈ uˆ}.
Please note that the set of periodic states in the sense of Besicovitch (Weyl) is much larger than Pˆ , see [6]. Also, the set Pˆ
is not dense in X . However, it is possible to generalize the idea of periodicity in Cantor space such that the above construction
leads to a dense subset in Besicovitch (Weyl) space. A state u ∈ EZ is called Toeplitz, if for each point i ∈ Z there is a period
pi ∈ N (that may depend on i), such that
u(i+ pi k) = u(i) ∀k ∈ Z.
The set of equivalence classes that are derived via Toeplitz states is dense in X (see [5]).
There is a useful one-to-one relation between the elements of P and the elements of Pˆ :
Proposition 7. Let uˆ ∈ Pˆ , u, v ∈ uˆ ∩ P . Then, u = v in EZ.
Proof. Since u and v are periodic, let p1 be the period of u and p2 be the period of v. Define p = p1 p2. Hence, u(i+p k) = u(i),
and v(i+ p k) = v(i) for all i, k ∈ Z. If we assume u(i0) 6= v(i0) for some i0 ∈ Z, then
u(i0 + p k) 6= v(i0 + p k) ∀k ∈ Z
and thus d(u, v) ≥ 1/p. As this is a contradiction to u, v ∈ uˆ, we find u = v. 
3. Characterization of cellular automata
One basic ingredient necessary for the characterization of a cellular automaton is the restriction operators. For
convenience, we assume that the alphabet E consists of integers E = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, s.t. multiplication and addition
(modulo n) are possible. However, we will only multiply and add two local states when one term is zero, so that we are
never forced to use the operation modulo n.
Definition 8. Let E = {0, . . . , j − 1} be integers. Let furthermore A ⊂ Z. The restriction operator ρA : EZ → EZ, u 7→ v is
defined by
v(i) =
{
u(i) if i ∈ A
0 otherwise.
Proposition 9. (a) Let A ⊂ Z. The restriction operator ρA satisfies
d(ρA(u), ρA(v)) ≤ d(u, v)
and thus can be lifted to X. The lift ρˆA is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant one.
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(b) Let furthermore A1,. . . ,Ak ⊂ Z sets that cover Z, ∪ki=1Ai = Z, then
d(uˆ, vˆ) ≤
k∑
i=1
d(ρˆAi(uˆ), ρˆAi(vˆ)).
Proof. (a) Note that
dH(ρA(u), ρA(v);Γm) ≤ dH(u, v;Γm)
Thus, d(ρA(u), ρA(v)) ≤ d(u, v). Therefore, ρA can be lifted to X and its Lipschitz constant is one.
(b) In a similar manner, we find for u, v ∈ EZ
dH(u, v;Γm) ≤
k∑
i=1
dH(ρAi(u), ρAi(v);Γm).
Hence,
dB(u, v) = lim sup
m→∞
dH(u, v;Γm)
|Γm| ≤ lim supm→∞
∑k
i=1 dH(ρAi(u), ρAi(v);Γm)
|Γm|
≤
k∑
i=1
lim sup
m→∞
dH(ρAi(u), ρAi(v);Γm)
|Γm| =
k∑
i=1
dB(ρAi(u), ρAi(v)).
Similarly,
dW (u, v) = lim sup
m→∞
max
j∈Z
dH(σ j ◦ u, σ j ◦ v;Γm)
|Γm|
≤ lim sup
m→∞
max
j∈Z
∑k
i=1 dH(σ j ◦ ρAi(u), σ j ◦ ρAi(v);Γm)
|Γm|
≤
k∑
i=1
lim sup
m→∞
max
j∈Z
dH(σ j ◦ ρAi(u), σ j ◦ ρAi(v);Γm)
|Γm|
=
k∑
i=1
dW (ρAi(u), ρAi(v)).
These inequalities imply the corresponding inequalities on elements in X . 
Note 3. For a subset A ⊂ Z denote by A(n) the n-neighborhood extending A, i.e.
A(n) = {i+ k | i ∈ A, k ∈ {−n, . . . , n}}.
Proposition 10. Let f : EZ → EZ be the global function of a cellular automaton (Z,U0, E, f0), where U0 ⊂ [−n, n]. Let fˆ be the
lift to X. For all A ⊂ Z, we find
d(ρˆA(fˆ (uˆ)), ρˆA(fˆ (vˆ))) ≤ |U0|d(ρˆA(n)(uˆ), ρA(n)(vˆ)).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the inequality for u, v ∈ EZ. Then,
dH(ρA(f (u)), ρA(f (v));Γm) = |{i ∈ A ∩ Γm | f (u)(i) 6= f (v)(i)}|
≤ |{i ∈ A ∩ Γm | σ i ◦ u|U0 6= σ i ◦ v|U0}|
≤ |U0| |{i ∈ A(n) ∩ Γm+n | u(i) 6= v(i)}|
= |U0| dH(ρA(n)(u), ρA(n)(v);Γm+n).
From that, the desired inequality follows in the same way as those proven in Proposition 3. 
This observation leads us to define theweak and the strong localization property.We also define theweak and the strong
shift invariance.
Definition 11. A function fˆ ∈ C0(X) is called
(1) weakly shift invariant, if σˆ ◦ fˆ = fˆ ◦ σˆ .
(2) strongly shift invariant, if it is weakly shift invariant and leaves Pˆ invariant, fˆ (Pˆ ) ⊂ Pˆ .
(3) weakly localizing (has the weak localization property), if there is C > 0, s.t.
d(fˆ (uˆ), fˆ (vˆ)) ≤ Cd(uˆ, vˆ).
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(4) strongly localizing (has the strong localization property) with index n, if
d(ρˆA(fˆ (uˆ)), ρˆA(fˆ (vˆ))) ≤ Cd(ρˆA(n)(uˆ), ρˆA(n)(vˆ))
for all subsets A ⊂ Z and for some C > 0.
Next, we characterize functions with the strong localization property. Strong localization turns out to be equivalent to
the existence of local maps.
Lemma 12. A function fˆ ∈ C0(X) has the strong localization property with index n if and only if there are local maps
f˜i : EΓn → E, for i ∈ Z
s.t. the function f : EZ → EZ with f (u)(i) = f˜i((σ i ◦ u)|Γn) is a member of fˆ , i.e. d(f (u), v) = 0 for all u ∈ EZ and all v ∈ fˆ (uˆ).
Proof. ‘‘⇐’’ If the local maps are given, the strong localization property can be proven along the lines of Proposition 10.
‘‘⇒’’ Assume that fˆ has the strong localization property. First of all, we number all configurations in EΓn ,
EΓn = {v˜1, . . . , v˜k}.
We concatenate these patterns periodically and obtain vi ∈ EZ,
vi(l) = v˜i(lmod (2n+ 1)).
Now we construct candidates for local functions that yield fˆ . We aim at defining local functions f˜i : EΓn → E s.t. there is
some v ∈ fˆ (uˆ)with v(i) = f˜i(v˜j), for some u ∈ uˆ and (σ i ◦u)|Γn = v˜j. Thereto, we consider a statewi,j ∈ EZ that is a member
of the class
fˆ ( ̂σ−i ◦ vj).
We then define
f˜i(v˜j) = wi,j(i).
These local functions are assembled to the global function f on EZ via
f (u)(i) = f˜i((σ i ◦ u)|Γn).
As f satisfies a Lipschitz-condition w.r.t. d(., .), we can lift f to X , s.t. f ∈ gˆ ∈ C0(X). We wish to prove d(gˆ(uˆ), fˆ (uˆ)) = 0.
Let u ∈ EZ. We identify locations i ∈ Z for that (σ i ◦ u)|Γn = v˜l,
Al = {i ∈ Z | (σ i ◦ u)|Γn = v˜l}, l = 1, . . . , k.
We split the sets Al into subsets that fit into periodic schemes,
Al,j = {i ∈ Al | imod 2n+ 1 = j} for j = 0, . . . , 2n, l = 1, . . . , k.
Hence, for i ∈ Al,j we find
u|i+Γn = (σ−j ◦ vl)|i+Γn .
Therefrom, we obtain in the sense of X
ρˆAl,j(fˆ (
̂σ−j ◦ vl)) = ρˆAl,j(ŵj,l) = ρˆAl,j(gˆ(uˆ)).
Using Proposition 9(b) and the assumed inequality, we conclude
d(gˆ(uˆ), fˆ (uˆ)) ≤
2n∑
j=0
k∑
l=1
d(ρˆAl,j(gˆ(uˆ)), ρˆAl,j(fˆ (uˆ)))
=
2n∑
j=0
k∑
l=1
d(ρˆAl,j(fˆ (
̂σ−j ◦ vl)), ρˆAl,j(fˆ (uˆ)))
≤ C
2n∑
j=0
k∑
l=1
d(ρˆA(n)l,j
( ̂σ−j ◦ vl), ρˆA(n)l,j (uˆ)) = 0. 
The following theorem is the central result of the paper.
Theorem 13. Let E be a finite alphabet, Z the grid, and X the corresponding Besicovitch (Weyl) space. The function fˆ : X → X is
a cellular automaton in the sense that there is a global function of a cellular automaton f : EZ → EZ, s.t. d(f (u), v) = 0 for all
u ∈ EZ and all v ∈ fˆ (uˆ) if and only if
(1) the function fˆ possesses the strong localization property for an index n and
(2) the function fˆ is strongly shift invariant.
In this case, the neighborhood U0 ⊂ [−n, . . . , n].
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Proof. If there is a global function f of a cellular automaton with the above property, then the two properties (1) and (2)
follow at once. This is the trivial direction.
We show now that (1) and (2) imply that fˆ can be derived via the lift of a cellular automaton to X . First of all, according
to Lemma 12, the function can be represented via local functions, i.e., there are functions
f˜i : EΓn → E
s.t. the global function f : EZ → EZ, f (u)(i) = f˜i((σ i ◦ u)|Γn), is member of fˆ .
As the strong shift invariance implies that fˆ (Pˆ ) ⊂ Pˆ , we know that fˆ ( ̂σ−j ◦ vl) includes exactly one periodic state, i.e.
exactly one element ofP . We can choosewi,j ∈ P , and, in this way, guarantee that there is a period in the local functions f˜i,
f˜i = f˜i+jm ∀j ∈ Z
for an integerm ∈ N,m > 0.
The shift invariance in the Besicovitch sense implies
0 = d(σˆ ◦ fˆ (uˆ), fˆ ◦ σˆ (uˆ))
i.e. (with the nomenclature of the proof of Lemma 12) the sets
Bl = {i ∈ Z | f˜i(v˜l) 6= f˜i+1(v˜l)}, l = 1, . . . , k
have zero density in Besicovitch sense,
lim sup
m→∞
|Bl ∩ Γm|
|Γm| = 0
resp. in the Weyl sense,
lim sup
m→∞
max
i∈Z
|(Bl + i) ∩ Γm|
|Γm| = 0.
However, if one of the sets Bl is non-empty, i.e. there is an l0 ∈ {1, . . . , k} and i0 ∈ Zwith
i0 ∈ Bl0 ,
then – due to them-periodicity of f˜i – we conclude that
i0 +m j ∈ Bl0 ∀j ∈ Z.
This implies that the density of Bl0 in Besicovitch as well as in the Weyl sense is larger than or equal to 1/m, contradicting
the existence of i0 and l0. So, all sets Bl are empty. Hence, f˜i = f˜i+1, and thus f is shift invariant (in the Cantor sense). The
function f is the global function of a cellular automaton. 
Remark 14. (1) It is remarkable thatweonly need the invariance of Pˆ , i.e. a relatively small set inX . This invariance together
with the strong localization property and the weak shift invariance implies the invariance of the Toeplitz states, which
are dense in X .
(2) This theorem parallels the Curtis–Hedlund–Lyndon theorem for the Cantor setting: we find two conditions, one that
ensures shift invariance, and one, that ensures that the function is continuous.
(3) Like in the case of the Cantor setting, also on X , a cellular automaton is well characterized by its effect on Pˆ , though the
relative closure of this set in X is a proper subset of X i.e., there are many continuous functions that agree on Pˆ with
cellular automata but do not on X \ Pˆ . Furthermore, we have an extension theorem for cellular automata from their
action on Pˆ to X , which is non-trivial in the sense that it is not the usual case of a continuous function that is defined
on a dense subset. The algebraic structure (localization and shift invariance) allows us to extrapolate the effect of the
cellular automaton on points in X that are topologically far away from Pˆ .
(4) If we consider Zn (or any Cayley graph corresponding to a finitely generated, Abelian group), the theorem can be easily
extended, using an appropriate definition of periodic state (periodic w.r.t. all directions / generators). For Cayley graphs
of exponentially growing groups, however, it is not clear how to formulate a similar theorem.
4. The strong conditions are necessary
It is of course desirable to find a minimal characterization for functions fˆ on X that can be considered as the lift
of global functions of cellular automata. We basically found two properties connected with these functions: a strong
variant of shift invariance (that requires, apart of the commutability of σˆ and fˆ the invariance of the set Pˆ ) and the
strong localization property (that strengthen the Lipschitz continuity assuming corresponding Lipschitz estimates for an
appropriate concatenation with restriction operators). In this section we construct examples that show that the weak shift
invariance together with the strong localization property does not imply the strong shift invariance, and that the strong
shift invariance together with the weak localization property does not imply the strong localization property. I.e., the strong
versions of shift invariance and localization are indispensable in the theorem.
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4.1. The strong shift invariance is indispensable
We construct a function that possesses the strong localization property and weak shift invariance, but is not strongly
shift invariant.
Remark 15. Let fˆ ∈ C0(XB). The weak shift invariance together with the strong localization property does not force the
function f to be the lift of a cellular automaton (i.e., there is not necessarily a function f : EZ → EZ that is the global
function of a cellular automaton, s.t. f ∈ fˆ ).
Consider as an example E = {0, 1} and f : EZ → EZ, u 7→ v with
v(i) = 1− u(i) for i ≤ 0, v(i) = u(i) else.
Then,
dB(f (u), f (v)) = dB(u, v)
i.e. there is a lift fˆ to XB. This lift satisfies the weak shift invariance and the strong localization property, but there is no
cellular automaton that generates fˆ .
Basically, the shift invariance in the Weyl or Besicovitch sense is too weak to force shift invariance in the Cantor sense.
4.2. The strong localization property is indispensable
To construct an example of a function that is strongly shift invariant and weakly localizing, but not strongly localizing is
slightly more involving. We focus on the Besicovitch space XB. The construction requires several steps: First we show that
the distance ∆ˆ(uˆ) of a state uˆ from the periodic states in XB is a Lipschitz continuous function. Then we code a number in
[0, 1] in a special way by binary sequences and prove some properties of this coding. Using these properties, we construct a
family of functions fˆ : [0, 1]×XB → XB, that are Lipschitz continuous in both arguments, weakly shift invariant, andweakly
localizing. We are then able to define our example we aimed at: the function Fˆ(uˆ) = fˆ∆(uˆ)(uˆ) is strongly shift invariant,
weakly localizing, but not strongly localizing.
Proposition 16. The distance function
∆ˆ : XB → [0, 1], uˆ 7→ inf{d(uˆ, vˆ) | vˆ ∈ Pˆ }
is Lipschitz continuous and shift invariant,
∆ˆ(σˆ ◦ uˆ) = ∆ˆ(uˆ).
Proof. We recall the proof for this well-known fact. For uˆ, vˆ ∈ XB given, let ζˆn ∈ Pˆ and ηˆn ∈ Pˆ be minimizing sequences,
i.e.
∆ˆ(uˆ) = lim
n→∞ d(uˆ, ζˆn), ∆ˆ(vˆ) = limn→∞ d(vˆ, ηˆn).
As lim infn→∞ d(uˆ, ηˆn) ≥ ∆ˆ(uˆ) and lim infn→∞ d(vˆ, ζˆn) ≥ ∆ˆ(vˆ), for all ε > 0 there are subsequences {ζˆnl} and {ηˆnl} s.t.
d(uˆ, ζˆnl) < d(uˆ, ηˆnl)+ ε, d(vˆ, ηˆnl) < d(vˆ, ζˆnl)+ ε.
Hence,
∆ˆ(uˆ)− ∆ˆ(vˆ) = lim
l→∞ d(uˆ, ζˆnl)− d(vˆ, ηˆnl) ≤ liml→∞ d(uˆ, ηˆnl)− d(vˆ, ηˆnl)+ ε
≤ lim
l→∞ d(uˆ, vˆ)+ d(vˆ, ηˆnl)− d(vˆ, ηˆnl)+ ε = d(uˆ, vˆ)+ ε.
As this is true for any ε > 0, we have ∆ˆ(uˆ)− ∆ˆ(vˆ) ≤ d(uˆ, vˆ). For symmetry reasons, we find
|∆ˆ(uˆ)− ∆ˆ(vˆ)| ≤ d(uˆ, vˆ).
The function ∆ˆ(.) is shift invariant, ∆ˆ(σˆ ◦ uˆ) = ∆ˆ(uˆ), as Pˆ and dB(., .) are shift invariant. 
In the following, some basic terms of probability theory are used. For a reference, see e.g. [9].
Definition 17. Let (Ω, P,F ) be a random space, and αi : Ω → [0, 1], i ∈ N0, denote independent and identically
distributed random variables, uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. For t ∈ [0, 1] given, define the random sequence
s : Ω × [0, 1] → {0, 1}N0 , (s(ω, t))i =
{
1 if αi(ω) > t
0 otherwise.
For t, t ′ ∈ [0, 1] define
δi(t, t ′, ω) = |si(ω, t))− si(ω, t ′)|.
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Anticipating our further needs, we show the following (rather technical) proposition. Basically, the theorem is an
adaptation of the well-known law of large numbers.
Proposition 18. Let bi = (i+ 1)2 for i ∈ N0. Then,
lim
k→∞
∑k
i=0 biδi(t, t ′, ω)∑k
j=0 bj
→ |t − t ′| a.s. w.r.t. the probability measure P.
Here and in the following, a.s. means almost surely.
Proof. Define the random variables
Xk =
∑k
i=0 bi(δi(t, t ′, ω)− |t − t ′|)∑k
j=0 bj
.
As δi(t, t ′, .) are i.i.d. with expectation |t − t ′|, the expectation of the random variables Xk is zero. The variance reads
var(Xk) =
∑k
i=0 b
2
i var(δi(t, t
′, .)− |t − t ′|)(∑k
j=0 bi
)2
= var(δ0(t, t ′, .))
∑k
i=0(i+ 1)4(∑k
j=0(j+ 1)2
)2
= var(δ0(t, t ′, .))O(k
5)
O(k6)
→ 0 for k→∞.
Hence, the Tchebycheff inequality yields the stochastic convergence of Xk to zero, which in turn implies the desired limit
a.s. 
Now we construct a family of functions f : [0, 1] × EZ → EZ, and show some properties of these functions.
Definition 19. Let E = {0, 1}, B1 = {0}, and Bi = {−ri+1+1, . . . ,−ri}∪{ri, ..., ri+1−1} s.t. |Bi| = 2(i+1)2 andZ = ∪i∈N0Bi.
Define the family of random functions
f : [0, 1] ×Ω × EZ → EZ, (t, ω, u) 7→ ft(u, ω) = v
where v is given by
v(i) =
{
u(i) if i ∈ Bj and (s(ω, t))j = 1
1− u(i) otherwise.
On the blocks Bi we either invert the local states or do not change the local states; whether we invert or leave a state
unchanged is controlled by the sequence s(t), that codes the real number t ∈ [0, 1]. For t = 0, the function f0(u, ω) = u
a.s., while f1(u, ω) is the bitwise inversion of u for almost all ω ∈ Ω . The family ft connects in C0(XB) these two functions in
a continuous manner.
Proposition 20. The function f has a lift fˆ in XB. This lift is Lipschitz continuous in both arguments in the sense that
dB(fˆt(uˆ, ω), fˆt ′(vˆ, ω)) ≤ dB(uˆ, vˆ)+ |t − t ′| for almost all ω ∈ Ω.
Proof. First of all, for given t
dH(ft(u, ω), ft(v, ω);Γm) = dH(u, v;Γm)
as the local state at a site i ∈ Z is either inverted or left unchanged for both states u and v. Thus, we find
dB(ft(u, ω), ft(v, ω)) = dB(u, v)
and ft(., ω) has a lift fˆt(., ω) in C0(XB).
Now we consider one state u but different parameters t, t ′ ∈ [0, 1]. Let n ∈ N, and
n =
k∑
j=0
(j+ 1)2 +m
where
0 ≤ m ≤
k∑
j=0
(j+ 1)2 −
k−1∑
j=0
(j+ 1)2 = (k+ 1)2.
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Then,
dB(ft(u, ω), ft ′(u, ω)) = lim sup
n→∞
dH(ft(u, ω), ft ′(u, ω);Γn)
2n+ 1
= lim sup
n→∞
∑k
j=0 |Bj|δj(t, t ′, ω)+mδk+1(t, t ′, ω)
2
(∑k
j=0(j+ 1)2 +m
)
+ 1
≤ lim sup
k→∞
2
(∑k+1
j=0 (j+ 1)2
)
+ 1
2
(∑k
j=0(j+ 1)2
)
+ 1
 ∑k+1j=0 |Bj|δj(t, t ′, ω)
2
(∑k+1
j=0 (j+ 1)2
)
+ 1
= lim sup
k→∞
∑k+1
j=0 |Bj|δj(t, t ′, ω)∑k+q
j=0 |Bj|
.
According to Proposition 18, the last expression tends to |t − t ′| a.s. Hence,
dB(ft(u, ω), ft ′(v, ω)) ≤ dB(ft(u, ω), ft(v, ω))+ dB(ft(v, ω), ft ′(v, ω))
≤ dB(u, v)+ |t − t ′|
for almost all ω ∈ Ω and therefore also
dB(fˆt(uˆ, ω), fˆt ′(vˆ, ω)) ≤ dB(uˆ, vˆ)+ |t − t ′| a.s. 
Remark 21. (a) As the inequality of Proposition 20 holds true almost sure, we find at least one certain realization ω0 ∈ Ω
s.t.
dB(ft(u, ω0), ft ′(v, ω0)) ≤ dB(u, v)+ |t − t ′|
is true for all (t, t ′) element of the countable set ([0, 1] ∩Q)× ([0, 1] ∩Q). Due to the monotone construction principle of
the random sequence s, the inequality carries over to all pairs (t, t ′) ∈ [0, 1]×[0, 1]. From now on, we suppress the variable
ω and work with the (deterministic) realization for ω = ω0.
(b) Due to the inequality dB(ft(u), ft ′(v)) ≤ dB(u, v)+|t−t ′| there is a lift of ft to XB. The lift fˆt satisfies the parallel inequality
dB(fˆt(u), fˆt ′(v)) ≤ dB(u, v)+ |t − t ′|
Proposition 22. The function fˆ : [0, 1] × XB → XB is weakly shift invariant, i.e.
fˆt ◦ σˆ = σˆ ◦ fˆt
in XB.
Proof. Consider u ∈ EZ. Only at the boundary of the blocks Bi the functions σ ◦ ft(u) and ft ◦ σ(u) may disagree. We can
thus estimate the Hamming distance of σ ◦ ft(u) and ft ◦ σ(u) on the region Γn by four times the number of blocks in this
region. Let, as before,
n =
k∑
j=0
(j+ 1)2 +m
where
0 ≤ m ≤
k∑
j=0
(j+ 1)2 −
k−1∑
j=0
(j+ 1)2 = (k+ 1)2.
Then,
lim sup
n→∞
dH(σ ◦ ft(u), ft ◦ σ(u),Γn)
2n+ 1 ≤
4k∑k
j=0(j+ 1)2 +m
≤ 4k∑k
j=0(j+ 1)2
→ 0 for k→∞.
Thus, dB(σ ◦ ft(u), ft ◦ σ(u)) = 0 and therefore also dB(σˆ ◦ fˆt(uˆ), fˆt ◦ σˆ (uˆ)) = 0. 
Now we are able to give the example that shows that strong shift invariance together with the weak localizing property
does not imply the strong localizing property.
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Proposition 23. Let∆∞ = sup{dB(uˆ, vˆ) | uˆ ∈ XB, vˆ ∈ Pˆ }, and
g : [0,∆∞] → [0, 1]
s.t. g is a Lipschitz continuous function, g(t) = 0 for t < ∆∞/3, and g(t) = 1 for t > 2∆∞/3. Consider
Fˆ : XB → XB
given by
Fˆ(uˆ) = fˆg(∆ˆ(uˆ))(uˆ).
The function Fˆ is strongly shift invariant, weakly localizing but not strongly localizing; however it is not a CA.
Proof. As ∆ˆ(uˆ) is shift invariant, we find
σˆ ◦ Fˆ(uˆ) = σˆ ◦ fˆg(∆ˆ(uˆ))(uˆ) = fˆg(∆ˆ(uˆ)) ◦ σˆ (uˆ) = fˆg(∆ˆ(σˆ (uˆ))) ◦ σˆ (uˆ) = Fˆ ◦ σˆ (uˆ).
This shows that Fˆ is weakly shift invariant. Let furthermore uˆ ∈ Pˆ . Then, ∆ˆ(uˆ) = 0 and Fˆ(uˆ) = fˆ0(uˆ) = uˆ. Thus, Fˆ(Pˆ ) = Pˆ ,
such that Fˆ is also strongly shift invariant.
Let G denote the Lipschitz constant of g(.). We show that Fˆ is weakly localizing:
dB(Fˆ(uˆ), Fˆ(vˆ)) = dB(fˆg(∆ˆ(uˆ))(uˆ), fˆg(∆ˆ(vˆ)(vˆ)))
≤ dB(uˆ, vˆ)+ |g(∆ˆ(uˆ))− g(∆ˆ(vˆ))|
≤ dB(uˆ, vˆ)+ G|∆ˆ(uˆ)− ∆ˆ(vˆ)| ≤ (1+ G)dB(uˆ, vˆ).
The last point to show is the fact that fˆ is not strongly localizing. If fˆ would be also strongly localizing, there would be a
cellular automaton with global function hˆ s.t. Fˆ = hˆ. However, as this cellular automaton is the identity on Pˆ , the proof of
our Curtis–Hedlund–Lyndon theorem shows that already gˆ = idXB i.e. the cellular automaton is the identity. However, the
set {uˆ ∈ XB | ∀vˆ ∈ Pˆ : d(uˆ, vˆ) > 2∆∞/3} is non-empty. On this set, Fˆ acts like bitwise inversion, i.e. Fˆ 6= hˆ. The function fˆ is
not the global function of a cellular automaton, and thus is not strongly localizing. 
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